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Featuring fabrics from the  
Mayfly Buddies collection by 
Tony Fernandes 
Finished size: 60" x 65" 
Design by Jean Ann Wright for Clothworks



Materials
Yardages based on 42” wide unwashed 
fabric. Prewashing fabric may require 
additional yardage.

3/4 yd- Olive Pinwheels (Y0720-24) 

2/3 yd- Large Aqua Alphabet (Y0721-32)

1 yd- Brown Tonal (Y0722-15) Includes Binding

1/2 yd- Olive Tonal (Y0722-24)

1-3/4 yd- White Alphabet Toss (Y0723-1)

3/8 yd- Khaki Bugs (Y0724-11)

1/2 yd- Aqua Bugs (Y0724-32)

4 yds- Backing of choice

Cut the Fabrics
WOF = Width of Fabric 
LOF = Length of Fabric

From Olive Pinwheels cut:
5 – 3” x WOF strips, sew together end-to-end  
(for inner borders)
2 – 3-1/2” x WOF strips; recut into (15) 3-1/2” 
squares
From Large Aqua Alphabet fussy cut:
4 – 5-1/2” to 6” x WOF strips, centering letter 
rows between cutting lines. Note: the widths 
of the strips may vary as the “P through T” 
letter row is a bit narrower than the others.
From Brown Tonal cut:
2 – 3-7/8” x WOF strips, recut into:
      (18) 3-7/8” squares, then cut each square  
       in half on the diagonal once to make (36)    
       triangles
2 – 4-1/4” x WOF strips, recut into:
      (15) 4-1/4” squares, then cut each square    
       in half on the diagonal twice to make (60)   
       quarter-square triangles
7 – 2-1/2” x WOF strips, sew together end-to- 
        end for binding
From Olive Tonal cut:
2 – 3-7/8” x WOF strips, recut into: 
     (12) 3-7/8” squares, then cut each square    
      in half on the diagonal once to make (24)  
      triangles
From White Alphabet Toss cut:
6 – 6-1/2” x WOF strips, sew the strips 
together end-to-end
From Khaki Bugs cut:
5 – 2” x WOF strips
From Aqua Bugs cut:
10 – 1-1/4” x WOF strips
From Backing cut:
Cut into two equal pieces and sew together 
selvedge to selvedge for quilt backing

Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates to this pattern: www.clothworkstextiles.com 

 Directions
Sewing Instructions:
1. Sew an Aqua Bugs strip to each side of a Khaki Bugs strip as shown in Diagram 1. Repeat to make 

5 strip sets. Recut the joined strips into (60) 3-1/2” squares.   
2. Referring to diagram 2, sew the units made in step 1 into Cross Patch blocks. Note that the end 

blocks have 3 brown half-square triangles and the middle blocks have 2 brown half square 
triangles. Make 6 end blocks and 9 middle blocks for a total of 15 blocks. Blocks should measure 
9” square.

3. Sew the blocks together in (3) rows of (5) blocks each; watching orientation of end blocks in each 
row. Refer to diagram 3 for block orientation and placement.

4. Measure the length of each row of blocks: add the lengths together and then divide by three. Trim 
four Lg Aqua Alphabet WOF strips to this measurement. Sew the quilt center together, alternating 
the three block rows with the four Lg Alphabet strips.

5. Measure the quilt center from top to bottom. Trim 2 Olive Pinwheel border strips to this 
measurement. Sew to opposite sides of the quilt top. Measure the quilt center including side 
borders across the center. Trim 2 border strips to this measurement. Sew to the top and bottom of 
the quilt. 

6. Measure the quilt center as in Step 5. Trim and sew White Alphabet Toss borders to the side edges 
and then the top and bottom in the same manner (as above).

7. Layer the quilt top, batting and backing. Quilt the layers together. Bind to finish the edges.

While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage 
requirements, and construction directions, this does not allow for personal variations in 
measuring, cutting and/or sewing. Clothworks is not responsible for printing errors.
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Block Unit - Make 60

Block Row with End and Middle Blocks - Make 3 Rows

Quilt Layout

Row Middle Block - Make 9

1-1/4” x WOF

1-1/4” x WOF

2” x WOF

Row End Block - Make 6
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